We're also on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and more! Links at huntington.org

How do we conserve a classic book on sunspots?
huntingtonblogs.org/2015/05/conserving-a-classic-book-on-sunspots/

Renaissance literature, history of medicine, and more—a new cadre of research fellows dives into our Library collections.
huntingtonblogs.org/2015/05/coveted-research-fellowships/

Teenage writers find inspiration in Octavia Butler's fiction at a recent WriteGirl workshop.
huntingtonblogs.org/2015/06/writing-herself-in/

The key to growing edibles in a time of drought: healthy soil. The head of our Ranch project has some tips for you.
huntingtonblogs.org/2015/06/its-all-about-the-soil/

Nearly two centuries ago, painter David Wilkie left behind an unfinished painting. It's now part of our European art collection.
huntingtonblogs.org/2015/05/new-home-for-a-hidden-treasure/

Los Angeles photographer John C. Lewis comes to The Huntington to revisit two panorama photographs from 1915.
huntingtonblogs.org/2015/05/taking-the-long-view/

A PEEK AT WHAT WE’RE UP TO ONLINE

ON INSTAGRAM… From galleries to gardens and everything in between, we’ve got you covered. Follow @thehuntingtonlibrary

ON VERSO, THE BLOG… Read about these stories and more at huntingtonblogs.com

ON ITUNES U… These lectures are only a tiny fraction of the Huntington audio available for free on iTunes U.

Searching for the Spirit of the Sages: The Japanese Tea Ceremony for Sencha by Patricia J. Graham

Capital Dames by Cokie Roberts

Fashion Victims: Dress at the Court of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette by Kimberly Chrisman-Campbell

Admiral Nelson’s Women: Female Masculinity and Body Politics in the French and Napoleonic Wars by Kathleen Wilson

What We’ve Forgotten about Lincoln’s Body, and What We’ve Never Known by Richard Wightman Fox

We’re also on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and more! Links at huntington.org